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A pulse sequence is described that leads to a broadband re- tion experiment. The classification ‘‘through-space’’ and
coupling of the dipolar interaction in magic-angle-spinning solid- ‘‘through-bond’’ interactions is determined on grounds of
state NMR experiments of 13C spins. The sequence is based on a the type of interactions; dipolar transfer between covalently
combination of rotating frame and laboratory frame transfer peri- bond nuclei is denoted as ‘‘through space.’’ In the liquid
ods. The recovered dipolar interaction is only weakly dependent on state, the dipolar interaction is averaged out by the molecular
spectral parameters but is a faithful measure for the internuclear

tumbling of the individual molecules but remains observabledistances. Furthermore, a pure zero-quantum term is recovered
through cross-relaxation effects.(of the type found in static ‘‘spin-diffusion’’ experiments) . This

Sufficient spectral resolution is sometimes difficult tomakes the pulse sequence particularly suited for incorporation into
achieve in the solid phase, and usually, the application oftwo-dimensional total through-space correlation experiments that
magic-angle spinning (MAS) (7) is mandatory to removedeliver simultaneous information about all dipolar couplings in a

single 2D experiment. It is found that the necessary decoupling the chemical-shielding anisotropy. MAS does, however, re-
from abundant protons is best performed in two steps: first, the move the dipolar interaction and therefore destroys the
strong homonuclear couplings between the high-g spins are aver- through-space-distance information. A number of ‘‘re-
aged by Lee–Goldburg irradiation and, second, the heteronuclear coupling’’ schemes have been proposed to interfere with the
dipolar interaction is averaged by the combined application of an MAS averaging process and to at least partially recover the
RF field to the low-g spins and magic-angle sample spinning. dipolar interaction:
Phase-inversion and amplitude attenuation in the rotating frame

Frequency-selective through-space MAS polarizationand refocusing pulses in the laboratory frame part of the pulse
transfer between spins whose resonance offsets differ by asequence are introduced to achieve an optimum chemical-shift
multiple of the MAS spinning frequency can be achievedoffset-independence and for the suppression of unwanted double-
without the application of pulses to the observed spins (8–quantum transitions. The design principles are explained in detail.
11) . Attempts have been made to broaden this rather narrowFinally, the pulse scheme is applied to total-correlation spectros-
‘‘rotational resonance’’ condition and to reduce the sensitiv-copy of a uniformly labeled amino acid. The experimental cross-

peak intensities are in qualitative agreement with the known crys- ity of the polarization transfer to experimental settings (12) .
tal structure of the model compound. q 1997 Academic Press The main application of rotational resonance is to determine

distances in selectively doubly labeled compounds (13–16) .
For the observation of total-correlation spectra where the

1. INTRODUCTION resonances of all coupled spins are connected by cross peaks,
other schemes must be employed. One possibility is to rees-

Multidimensional NMR is an important tool for structure tablish static conditions during the mixing-time of the NMR
elucidation in a variety of applications in liquid (1, 2) , liq- experiment through a tilt of the sample-rotation axis away
uid-crystalline, and solid phase (3) . In the liquid state, struc- from the magic-angle direction (17–19) . Then, polarization-
tural information from small and medium-sized molecules transfer schemes developed for static samples and reviewed
(õ30 kDa) is usually obtained using a combination of in Ref. (17) can be employed. While this approach leads to
through-space (4) and through-bond (5, 6) experiments. full recovery of the dipolar interaction and very broadband
These experiments require that the resonance lines of the recoupling can be achieved, it requires specialized equip-
involved spins are spectrally resolved and cross peaks be- ment and may be difficult to combine with high spinning
tween them can be observed. A similar approach can be speeds. Alternatively, the sample rotation axis can remain
attempted in the solid phase where the dipolar interaction is fixed at the magic angle and partial dipolar recoupling can
part of the secular spin Hamiltonian and the dipolar informa- be obtained by the application of RF pulses. Several se-

quences have been proposed that lead to a nonvanishingtion can be obtained by a total through-space correla-
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173BROADBAND POLARIZATION TRANSFER

dipolar interaction over one or a few rotor periods (20–31) . 2. THE MODEL HAMILTONIAN
Some of the pulse schemes (20, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29) lead to

We consider a spin system of N S spins (e.g., 13C) coupledan effective double-quantum dipolar operator S/k S/l /
to M I spins (e.g., 1H) under magic-angle sample spinningS0k S0l while others contain the usual zero-quantum term
and subjected to RF irradiation. We partition the ‘‘internal’’(S/k S0l / S0k S/l ) found in the high-field dipolar interaction
rotating-frame Hamiltonian,in static samples (21, 23, 24, 26) . For two-spin systems,

both schemes are, in principle, equivalent. The zero-quantum
Hint ( t) Å HS( t) / HI( t) / HIS( t) , [1]operator preserves the sum polarization of the two spins and

leads to an evolution of the difference polarization that is,
if a damping term is added, described by a decay of the into contributions containing only S spin terms, only I spin
difference polarization. The double-quantum operator, in terms, and heteronuclear IS terms, respectively.

HS( t) and HI( t) both contain the same four terms, namelycontrast, conserves the difference polarization, and an evolu-
the isotropic chemicals shift (CS), the chemical-shift anisot-tion of the sum polarization takes place. For a many-spin
ropy (CSA), the dipolar coupling (D) , and the isotropicsystem, however, the zero-quantum operator leads to a sim-
scalar coupling (J)pler behavior. A simple constant of the motion, the total

polarization of all spins, remains conserved and the polariza-
tion is just redistributed over the different spins involved. Ha( t) Å Ha,CS / Ha,CSA( t) / Ha,D( t) / Ha,J , [2]
The process can be described by a kinetic matrix where the
column sums vanish, expressing the conservation law. For where a is S or I . The heteronuclear interaction contains
double-quantum operators, no simple constants of the motion dipolar and scalar coupling contributions
exist, differential polarization-transfer ( instead of net polar-
ization transfer) takes place, and the quantitative interpreta- HIS( t) Å HIS,D( t) / HIS,J . [3]
tion of the spectra becomes more difficult. We therefore
concentrate, in this paper, on zero-quantum transfer, using The time dependence in Eqs. [2] and [3] is a consequence
the R/L (‘‘rotating/laboratory’’ frame) driven transfer prin- of MAS, and the time-dependent coefficients contained in
ciple (24, 26) . these Hamiltonians, k( t) , can be expanded in a Fourier series

The cross-peak intensity from total correlation spectra can with four nonzero components only:
be interpreted in terms of internuclear distances only if un-
wanted spectral contributions to the polarization transfer ef- k( t) Å ∑

nÅ{2,{1

kne
invRt . [4]

ficiency can be eliminated and the cross-peak intensity is
independent of chemical shifts as in the liquid-state nuclear
Overhauser enhancement spectroscopy. To characterize the Here, vR denotes the circular frequency of the sample rota-
cross-peak intensities, we investigate in detail the properties tion. The coefficient k 0 and coefficients with an index of
of the R/L pulse sequences. We will employ average Hamil- three or higher vanish because all time-dependent spatial
tonian theory (AHT) (32) to first order which, in the present interactions are described by traceless second-rank tensors
context, is simpler to handle than Floquet methods. We keep, (34) . In a more explicit form, the interactions contained in
however, in mind that there are limitations to the AHT ap- the internal Hamiltonian considered take the form
proach that have already been discussed in the literature
(33) and complement the AHT treatment by numerically

HI ,CS Å ∑
M

kÅ1

ℵ k Ikzevaluated effective average Hamiltonians and calculations
of the trajectory of the density operator.

The paper is organized as follows: The model Hamilto- HS ,CS Å ∑
N

kÅ1

VkSkz

nian, which includes the interaction of the observed S spins
(e.g., 13C) with abundant but not observed spins, e.g., pro-

HI ,CSA( t) Å ∑
M

kÅ1

∑
nÅ{2,{1

e (k )
n e invRt Ikztons, is described in Section 2. In Section 3, a detailed de-

scription of the R/L pulse sequences, including higher order
AHT terms, is given and the design principles are high- HS ,CSA( t) Å ∑

N

kÅ1

∑
nÅ{2,{1

c (k )
n e invRtSkz

lighted. The conclusions for practical applications, distilled
out of the calculations and simulations of Section 3, are

HS ,D( t) Å ∑
kõl

∑
nÅ{2,{1

b (k , l )
n e invRt

presented in Section 4. In the experimental part (Section 5),
applications to a multispin system, uniformly 13C labeled
arginine, are discussed and cross-peak buildup curves are 1 F2SkzSlz 0

1
2

(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )G
presented.
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174 BALDUS AND MEIER

direction of the internuclear vector rIS in a MAS rotor-fixedHI ,D( t) Å ∑
kõl

∑
nÅ{2,{1

a (k , l )
n e invRt

coordinate system with the z axis along the sample rotation
axis.

1 F2Ikz Ilz 0
1
2

(I/k I0l / I0k I/l )G JI
kl , JS

kl , and JIS
kl denote the isotropic scalar coupling con-

stants. Anisotropic contributions to the J coupling have been
neglected and may be incorporated into b (k , l )

n , a (k , l )
n , and

HIS,D( t) Å ∑
kõl

∑
nÅ{2,{1

2d (k , l )
n e invRt[IkzSlz] d (k , l )

n , respectively.
The total Hamiltonian consists of the internal Hamiltonian

HI ,J Å 2p ∑
kõl

J I
klIkIl and the interaction with the (in general time-dependent) RF

fields applied to the two spin species
HS ,J Å 2p ∑

kõl

J S
klSkSl

H Å Hint / HRF , [9]
HIS,J Å 2p ∑

kõl

J IS
kl IkzSlz . [5]

with

The isotropic chemical shifts of the I and S spins are denoted HRF Å HI ,RF( t) / HS ,RF( t) [10]
by ℵ k and Vk , respectively. They are measured with respect
to the two RF carrier frequencies. The Fourier components and
of the CSA tensors are, for the S spins, given by

HI ,RF( t) Å ∑
M

kÅ1

v1,I( t)[Ikxcos(fI( t)) / Ikysin(fI( t))]
c (k )
{1 Å {

gkB0

3
√
2

dksin(uk)e{iwk

HS ,RF( t) Å ∑
N

kÅ1

v1,S( t)[Skxcos(fS( t)) / Skysin(fS( t))] ,
1 [{(3 0 hkcos(2xk))cos(uk) / ihksin(2xk)]

[11]
c (k )
{2 Å

gkB0

36
dke

{2 iwk

where RF amplitudes v1( t) and phases f( t) are under con-
trol of the experimentalist and are assumed to be periodically1 F3

2
sin2(uk) / hk

2
(1 / cos2(uk))cos(2xk)

time-dependent.
The evolution of the spin system is described by the propa-| ihkcos(uk)sin(2xk)G [6]

gator

and depend on three angles wk , uk , xk that describe the time- U( t) Å T expH0i *
t

0

H( t *)dt *J , [12]
independent Euler transformation from the rotor-fixed axes
system to the principal axis system of the CSA tensor of

where T denotes the Dyson time-ordering operator. If thespin k . The CSA components e (k )
n of the I spins can be

cycle time of the time dependences contained in Hint anddefined analogously.
HRF are equal or if a small common denominator exists, anThe Fourier components of the homonuclear and hetero-
AHT–Ansatz can be madenuclear dipolar coupling frequencies b (k , l )

n , a (k , l )
n and d (k , l )

n

are all of the same general form. Here we give only the
expressions for b (k , l )

n U( t) Å T expH0i *
t

0

HRF( t *)dt *J
b (k , l )
{1 Å 0 b (k , l )

2
√
2

sin(2u k , l)e{iwk , l

1 T expH0i *
t

0

HH int ( t *)dt *J
Å URF( t)Uint ( t) , [13]b (k , l )

{2 Å b (k , l )

4
sin2(u k , l)e{2 iwk , l

[7]

with
with the dipolar coupling constant

HH int ( t) Å U01
RF ( t)Hint ( t)URF( t) . [14]

b (k , l ) Å 0m0gkgl\ /4pr 3
kl , [8]

Equation [14] expresses the internal Hamiltonian of Eq.
[1] in the interaction representation of the RF pulsewhere u k , l and w k , l are the polar angles that describe the
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175BROADBAND POLARIZATION TRANSFER

scheme. Provided that the pulse sequence is periodic with with ÉaÉ as large as possible. The pulse sequences discussed
here are based on the R/L driven polarization-transferthe rotor period tc as well as cyclic, URF (tc ) Å 1, the

Magnus expansion (32, 34, 35 ) can be used to describe scheme (24, 26) that exploits the different sign of the dipolar
Hamiltonian in the laboratory and rotating frames, respec-the time evolution by an effective, time-independent Ham-

iltonian HV that would produce after each full cycle the tively. This behavior has also been exploited for dipolar
coherence echoes (‘‘magic echoes’’) (36–38) and polariza-same evolution as H̃int ( t )
tion echoes (39) . The sign inversion of the spin part of the
Hamiltonian, if applied in synchronicity with the sampleU(ntc ) Å exp(0inHU tc ) . [15]
rotation, leads to a recovery of the dipolar interactions aver-
aged by fast MAS alone (40, 41) .HV can be approximated by the truncated series expansion

3.A. The Basic Pulse Sequence
HU É ∑

N

nÅ0

HU (n ) , [16]
The basic principle behind all the pulse sequences dis-

cussed here can most easily be illustrated for the simple
where the first terms are given by pulse scheme shown in Fig. 1a. For the moment we assume

that all interactions, except of the homonuclear dipolar inter-
action, vanish and that v1,S r ` ( limit of strong RF fields) .

HU (0) Å 1
tc

*
tc

0

HH ( t)dt , [17] The (p /2)y pulses are treated in the delta-pulse limit. We
use a tilted coordinate system that is related to the usual
rotating frame by a p /2 rotation around the y axis such thatand
the new z axis points along the RF field direction. Then the
interaction-frame Hamiltonian, averaged over the ‘‘R’’ part

HU (1) Å 0i

2tc
*

tc

0

dt2 *
t2

0

[HH ( t1) , HH ( t2)]dt1 . [18] of the pulse sequence, is given by

To evaluate the off-resonance performance of a particular »HS ,D…R Å ∑
kõl

0b (k , l )√
2p

sin(2u kl)sin w kl

pulse scheme beyond the limits of a first-order AHT treat-
ment, we will resort to numerical simulations. Then, the

1 F2SkzSlz 0
1
2

(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )G , [21]effective Hamiltonian can be evaluated from the logarithmic
relation

the average over the ‘‘L’’ part by:
HU Å 0

i

tc

ln U(tc ) , [19]

»HS ,D…L Å ∑
kõl

02b (k , l )√
2p

sin(2u kl)sin w kl

where the propagator over the entire cycle time tc is readily
approximated as the ordered product over the propagators

1 F2SkzSlz 0
1
2

(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )G , [22]from small time steps where the Hamiltonian can be assumed
to be time independent and within which the propagator can
be evaluated in the standard way:

and the zeroth-order average Hamiltonian of the entire pulse
sequence is given by

U(tc ) Å ∏
k

Uk( tk) . [20]

HU (0)
S ,D Å ∑

kõl

03b (k , l )

2
√
2p

sin(2u (kl ) )sin w kl

For pulse sequences with a nonvanishing RF field (integrated
over one cycle time), the procedure described in Ref. (17)
has been employed to avoid problems with the nonunique- 1 F2SkzSlz 0

1
2

(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )G . [23]
ness of the logarithm found in Eq. [19].

Equation [23 ] is the desired Hamiltonian with b ( k , l ) as3. R/L PULSE SCHEMES
defined in Eq. [8 ] . Note that the Hamiltonian of Eq. [23 ]
is exact (HV Å HU ( 0 )

S ,D ) for a two-spin system with dipolarIt is the aim of the recoupling pulse sequences described
here to obtain a time-evolution of the S spin polarization interaction only. For more than two spins, higher order

average Hamiltonian terms can appear. Because thethat can be described by an effective Hamiltonian consisting
only of the homonuclear dipolar contribution HV Å aHS ,D spinning frequency is usually large compared to the
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176 BALDUS AND MEIER

FIG. 1. (a ) Basic R/L scheme applied to the S spins, consisting of a CW (rotating frame, ‘‘R’’ ) spin lock and, enclosed by two 907 pulses of
opposite phase, a laboratory frame part ( ‘‘L’’ ) covering the first and second half of a rotor period, respectively. (b ) R /L supercycle where in two
consecutive MAS periods the RF phase of both 907 y pulses is inverted, and (c ) where additional p refocusing pulses are introduced in the L part.

magnitude of the S-spin homonuclear dipolar interactions sequences show a more pronounced oscillation of the
transferred magnetization as a function of transfer time.(vR @ d ( kl ) ) , these can be neglected in good approxima-

tion. For a zero-quantum sequence, such a behavior has not
been realized to date.The orientational dependence of the dipolar interaction

under the R/L sequence (Eq. [23] ) is characterized by It is an interesting property of the basic pulse sequence
that it leads, if the L part is applied before the R part (L/two Euler angles (u kl and w kl ) . The resulting powder pat-

tern has a similar form and width as found for the R), to the same Hamiltonian as the R/L sequence, except
for a sign change. Therefore, consecutive application of anDRAMA, MELODRAMA, or DRAWS with the highest

intensity in the center of the pattern. The double-quantum R/L and a L/R pulse sequence lead, for a super cycle (SC)
covering two rotor periods, to a complete dipolar echo withsequences HORROR and C7 show a pattern that depends

on a single Euler angle (u kl ) and have a (more favorable ) HU (0,SC)
S ,D Å 0. This behavior was first pointed out and applied

powder pattern with the highest intensities at the extreme to coherence- and polarization-echo formation by Tomaselli
and Ernst (42, 43) .frequencies. Correspondingly, these two double-quantum
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177BROADBAND POLARIZATION TRANSFER

Fig. 2a the protons are continuously irradiated by an RF
field applied off-resonance such that the angle uk between
the effective field and the static magnetic field equals the
magic angle (45) :

tan uk Å
v1,I

ℵ k

Å
√
2 for all k . [24]

Rigorously, this can only be fulfilled if all I spins have the
same isotropic chemical shift (ℵ k Å ℵ and uk Å u Å
arctan

√
2 for all k) and if the proton CSA vanishes. For

strong RF fields, condition [24] can, however, be sufficiently
well fulfilled. Because Év1,IÉ @ Éa (k , l )

É for all spin pairs (k ,
l) , the I spins are quantized along the effective field direc-
tion, and it is beneficial to describe the I spin interactions
in a tilted frame with the new z axis, denoted by Z , tilted

FIG. 2. ( a ) Lee– Goldburg homonuclear decoupling ( 45 ) applied by u around the y axis. The I spin operators in the tilted
to the I spins which are irradiated by an off-resonance RF field such

frame are given bythat the effective field direction ( indicated by the arrow ) is tilted by
the magic angle with respect to the static magnetic field. ( b ) Frequency
switched (FS) version of the basic LG decoupling method introduced IkZ Å Ikzcos(u) / Ikxsin(u) ,
by Bielecki et al. ( 47, 48 ) where after completion of a 2p rotation (or

IkX Å Ikxcos(u) 0 Ikzsin(u) , anda multiple of it ) around the effective field axis ( represented by one
block) , the sign of the phase and frequency offset are simultaneously

IkY Å Iky . [25]inverted (consecutive block) .

Hence, the homonuclear dipolar contribution of the I spins
(as given in Eq. [5]) reads, in the tilted frame, as

3.B. Chemical-Shift and Heteronuclear-Coupling
Compensated Pulse Schemes

HI ,D( t)Å ∑
kõl

∑
nÅ{2,{1

a (k , l )
n e invRt[ ∑

2

mÅ02

l2,m(u)T2,m(k , l)] ,
The simple pulse sequence of Fig. 1a used to illustrate

the principle of the R/L pulse sequences is only applicable
[26]

if, besides the homonuclear dipolar interactions, no other
interactions are present. The other interactions as listed in

whereEq. [5] do also lead to strong and unwanted contributions
to the zeroth-order average Hamiltonian of the basic pulse

T2,0 (k , l) Å 1√
6
[2IkZIlZ 0 1

2(I/k I0l / I0k I/l )]sequence. We aim, in the following, at a pulse scheme that
eliminates, at least to zeroth-order AHT, all interactions ex-

T2,{1(k , l) Å |1
2[I{k IlZ / IkZI{l ]cept HU (0)

S ,D .
Often, the dipolar coupling to the I spins HIS,D is the most T2,{2(k , l) Å 1

2I{k I{l [27]
problematic term to remove from the effective S spin Hamil-
tonian because the I spins are strongly coupled amongst and
themselves through HI ,D( t) . For organic solids, I-spin (pro-
ton) homonuclear dipole interactions are typically compara-

l2,0 (u) Å
√

3
8 (3 cos2u 0 1)ble to or larger than technically possible MAS frequencies.

Furthermore, HI ,D( t) behaves heterogeneously under sample l2,{1(u) Å | 3
4sin(2u)

rotation (44) with [HI ,D( t1) , HI ,D( t2)] x 0 even during time
l2,{2(u) Å 3

4sin2(u) [28]intervals with a time-independent RF Hamiltonian and ren-
ders the heteronuclear dipolar interaction also homogeneous
and difficult to remove. It is therefore essential to average Now, an interaction representation (see Eq. [14]) along the
this large term, HI ,D( t) , by a cyclic RF perturbation HI ,RF( t) new z axis, IkZ , with respect to vLG Å

√
v 2

1,I / ℵ 2 can be
with a cycle time as short as possible and shorter than the chosen,
inverse MAS frequency. The pulse sequences of Fig. 1 can,
to this purpose, be combined with one of the Lee–Goldburg URF(i) Å exp[ ivLG ∑

k

IkZ i] , [29]
homonuclear dipolar decoupling schemes given in Fig. 2. In
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178 BALDUS AND MEIER

to describe the homonuclear dipolar coupling among the I spin interactions in a scaled form. These terms will be
averaged out at a later stage. It might be possible to sup-spins in the interaction representation with respect to Lee–

Goldburg I spin RF irradiation. The corresponding time vari- press first-order AHT terms of the Lee–Goldburg se-
quence by the application of the frequency-switched LGable is denoted by i to distinguish it from the much slower

t time dependence caused by the sample rotation and the S decoupling scheme of Fig. 2b (47, 48 ) . In the frequency-
switched version, the resonance offset and the phase ofspin multiple-pulse sequence.

Using the commutation relation [SkZ , T2,m(k , l)] Å the RF irradiation are inverted in the second period of the
supercycle ( see Fig. 2b) .mT2,m(k , l) one finds that

Having eliminated the fast i time dependence by AHT,
we apply next a second AHT treatment where we averageHH I ,D( t , i) Å ∑

kõl

∑
nÅ{2,{1

a (k , l )
n e invRt

over one cycle of the ‘‘slow’’ t dependence with a cycle
time of tc Å 2p /vR or over one supercycle (Fig. 1b)) with

1 [ ∑
2

mÅ02

l2,m(u)(T2,m(k , l)exp[ imvLGi])] . a cycle time of 2tc . Such a sequential averaging scheme
may be applied because the time scales of the two processes

[30] are quite different: tLG ! tc . However, we still remain in
the regime where tc ! 1/ÉHU (0)

int É.
Since we assume strong RF fields it is justified to treat the First, we consider the chemical-shielding terms on the S
‘‘slow’’ t time dependence introduced through the MAS spins, a pure S spin quantity not influenced by the I spin
spinning speed as parametric and apply AHT with respect irradiation. During the R part of the pulse sequence, the
to i [46]. The cycle time is then given by tLG Å 2p /vLG. presence of the S spin RF field suppresses all zero-order CS
We find easily the zeroth-order AHT result: or CSA contributions, but the CS as well as CSA contribu-

tions remaining in the L period lead to

HU (0)
I ,D( t) Å 1

tLG
F*

tLG

0

HH I ,D( t , i*)di*G Å 0. [31]
HU (0)

S ,CS Å
1
2

∑
N

kÅ1

VkSkz [36]

The remaining I spin terms such as the CS, CSA, or the
andheteronuclear dipolar interaction are linear in the I spin oper-

ators. For the CS term one obtains
HU (0)

S ,CSA

HU (0)
I ,CS( t) Å 1

tLG
F*

tLG

0

HH I ,CS( t , i*)di*G Å ∑
k

2gkB0

3p
√
2

dksin uk([sin wk(3 0 hkcos(2xk))cos uk

/ cos wkhksin(2xk)])Skz . [37]Å 1√
3

HI ,CS . [32]

Note that again the tilted frame for the S spins (introduced
The CSA terms and the IS coupling terms scale exactly the in the preceding subsection) is used. The introduction of
same as the CS terms because, during the short time period one p pulse (e.g., in the middle of the L part) is sufficient
tLG, the t time dependence is neglected: to suppress the zeroth-order isotropic chemical-shift contri-

butions. As shown previously (26) , the CSA contributions
decrease with an increasing number of refocusing p pulses

HU (0)
I ,CSA( t) Å 1√

3
HI ,CSA( t) , [33] and vanish for an infinite number of refocusing pulses (Fig.

1c) . Then one obtains, as desired,

HU (0)
IS,D( t) Å 1√

3
HIS,D( t) , [34]

HU (0)
S ,CS Å 0 and HU (0)

S ,CSA Å 0. [38]

and For a finite number r of symmetrically arranged refocusing
pulses the CSA interaction is scaled according to

HU (0)
IS,J( t) Å 1√

3
HIS,J( t) . [35]

HU (0)
S ,CSA Å ∑

k
S i(c (k )

2 0 c (k )
02 )dr1 / ∑

pÅ1,2

∑
2r/1

qÅr/2

(01) p/q

p
With the decoupling scheme of Fig. 2a we have achieved
our first goal, to remove the I spin homonuclear dipole 1 [c (k )

0p / c (k )
p ]sinS pqp

r / 1DDSkz , [39]
interaction (see Eq. [31] ) , but have retained the other I
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179BROADBAND POLARIZATION TRANSFER

that during the R part, a srp pulse rotation angle (where swhere the c (k )
n are given in Eq. [6] .

is an integer) is completed (see Fig. 3a) . This requires thatThe CSA terms that remain after the application of the
refocusing pulses are removed after the super cycle of Fig.
1c and we obtain v1,S

vR

Å s . [45]

HU (0,SC)
S ,CSA Å HU (0,SC)

S ,CS Å 0. [40]

In order to simplify the problem we still treat the p /2 pulse
before and after the L part in the delta-pulse limit (Fig. 3a) .It should be noted that the result of Eq. [40] is also

obtained after application of the supercycle alone, without The zeroth-order dipolar contributions are then (for s ú 1)
given bythat p refocusing pulses (Fig. 1b). However, because the

averaging appears over a much larger time interval, it is less
effective, meaning that higher order AHT terms play a more

HU (0)
S ,D Å ∑

kõl

03b (k , l )

2
√
2p

sin(2u (kl ) )important role.
We also must investigate the behavior of the (scaled) IS

heteronuclear coupling terms. To zeroth order they behave 1 Hsin w (kl )F2SkzSlz 0
1
2

(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )
as the CSA terms. Depending on the setting of the amplitudes
of the I and S spin RF fields, heteronuclear cross-polarization

/ e(S/k S/l / S0k S0l )Geffects may however take place by accidentally matching
the effective field vLG with the components of the amplitude-
modulated S spin irradiation. These effects have been dis- 0 cos w (kl )e*(SkxSly / SkySlx)J [46]
cussed in detail by Hediger et al. (49) and can usually be
neglected under the conditions discussed in this paper.

with e Å 1/(16s 2 0 4) and e* Å 4s / (12s 2 0 3). In the limitWe therefore obtain for the super cycle as desired:
of strong RF irradiation, s r ` , we find e Å e* Å 0 and Eq.
[46] reduces to Eq. [23]. In all practical applications s isHU (0,0,SC)

IS,D Å 0 [41]
large enough to neglect these finite RF modifications to the
dipolar Hamiltonian.

and For the zeroth-order AH contribution of the isotropic
chemical shift term in the R part, we obtain (19)

HU (0,0,SC)
IS,J Å 0. [42]

HU (0)
S ,CS Å

a

2tc
SV1

v1

S1x /
V2

v1

S2xDHere, the superscript (0, 0) denotes that with respect to both
averaging procedures, zeroth-order AHT was applied.

Thus, all unwanted terms of Eq. [5] vanish over the su- / b

2tc
SV1

v1

S1y /
V2

v1

S2yD . [47]
percycle of Fig. 1c and we obtain

HU (0,0) Å HU (0)
S ,D / HU (0)

S ,J / HU (0)
I ,J . [43] Using Eq. [221] of Ref. (17) , we find a Å sin a and b Å

cos a 0 1 where a is the rotation angle completed during
the R period. We have assumed that s is integer and, withThe desired term HU (0)

S ,D is given in Eq. [23]. The term
Eq. [45] we obtainHU (0)

I ,J commutes with the two other terms and may be omitted.
The homonuclear scalar couplings are usually one or two

HU (0)
S ,CS Å 0. [48]orders of magnitude smaller than their corresponding dipolar

counterparts such that we obtain
For the heteronuclear-dipolar and chemical-shielding inter-
actions only minor modifications of the zeroth-order AHTHU (0,0) É HU (0)

S ,D [44]
terms obtained under infinite field strength are observed.
They are given in Appendix A and can be neglected becausewhich is our desired effective Hamiltonian.
they are on the same order of magnitude as the e discussed
above.3.C. The Case of Finite RF Field Strength

Up to now, we have only considered zeroth-order AH
contributions. For large chemical shifts, first-order termsFinite RF field strength in the R part only. Next, we

consider the case when an RF field of finite strength is ap- may also become important (Eq. [18]) . The ‘‘auto’’ terms
(CS 1 CS) of the isotropic chemical shift lead toplied during the R part. As a simple example, we assume
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180 BALDUS AND MEIER

FIG. 3. (a) Basic R/L scheme applied to the S spin with finite RF field strength in the R part. An effective flip angle of sp is assumed. (b) an
additional phase inversion is applied in the middle of the R interval. (c) Model RIL-ZQT scheme that incorporates phase switching in the R part and
refocusing p pulses during the L interval. In addition, an amplitude attenuation d is introduced in the second quarter of one rotor period. The time
intervals a and b are defined in the text.

Thus, we can conclude that an improved offset compensation
HU (1)

S ,CS1CS Å
1
4

∑
N

kÅ1

V 2
k

v1,S

Skz . [49] under finite RF amplitude conditions can be achieved if a
phase inversion such as shown in Fig. 3b is incorporated
into the R part. We will use—as in Ref. (26) —the acronym

An improved offset dependence can be achieved, if a phase RIL-ZQT for ‘‘rotating inverse-laboratory zero-quantum
inversion is used in the middle of the R part (Fig. 3b). The transfer’’ for the offset-compensated R/L scheme.
zeroth-order AH dipolar term is—except for the small terms

Finite RF field strength in the R and L parts. The general
proportional to e—invariant under this phase inversion if AHT analysis of the entire R/L pulse sequence under finite
we assume that s is not only an integer but also even. The RF strength conditions can become rather complex. To dis-
first-order auto term of Eq. [49] now also vanishes: cuss the principles we replace the pulse sequence by a sim-

pler model sequence and consider a spin system of two S
spins only. The simplified pulse scheme uses no phase inver-HU (1,SC)

S ,CS1CS Å 0. [50]
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sition of zero-, single-, and double-quantum transition opera-
tors:

HU (0)
D Å a (0) (u, w)

(S/1 S02 / S01 S/2 )
2

/ a (2) (u, w)
(S/1 S/2 / S01 S02 )

2

/ 2a (z ) (u, w)S1zS2z

/ a (1,x ) (u, w)(S1xS2z / S1zS2x)

/ a (1,y ) (u, w)(S1xS2y / S1yS2x) [53]

with the coefficients given in Appendix B.
Equation [53] describes the resulting dipolar contribution

under the influence of the pulse scheme of Fig. 4a. Under
infinite RF conditions only two terms were found to contrib-
ute (see Eq. [23])

a (0) Å 3
2p

b sin(2u)sin(w)

FIG. 4. (a) Simplified R/L scheme with substantial RF irradiation dur-
a (z ) Å 0 3

2p
b sin(2u)sin(w) . [54]ing the laboratory frame (L) part. Only a time interval with a length equiva-

lent to a 3p pulse remains RF free. In (b) , an additional amplitude attenua-
tion d during the time interval [1,2] is introduced. The numbering of the
indicated intervals corresponds to the notation used in the text.

The first term represents the coefficient of the zero-quantum
transfer (ZQT) element that actually leads to the desired
dipolar recoupling. The relatively small single-quantum
terms found in Eq. [B.1] as a result of the finite-strengthsion in the R part and all p pulses are moved toward the

beginning or end of the L period. This does not influence RF contributions during the R and L part scale inversely
proportional to s and do not contribute substantially to thethe zeroth-order terms but simplifies the first-order terms.

The resulting simplified sequence is shown in Fig. 4a. and Hamiltonian for s ú 5. A comparison of Eq. [B.1] and Eq.
[54] reveals, however, that due to the presence of finite RFconsists, for the case of six refocusing pulses and s Å 10,

of an L period with two pulses of length 3.5p separated by contributions in the L part, a substantial part of the zero-
quantum element has been converted into a double-quantuma free evolution period with a length that corresponds to an

3p pulse. For brevity, we will use in the following the nota- term.
For the supercycle of Fig. 1c the contributions of HU (0)

CStion b Å b (1,2) /
√
2 and omit all S indices. The zeroth-order

along Iz and all single-quantum transition terms of Eq. [53]AH, in the absence of CSA terms, consists then of two
vanish. Unchanged are the zero- and double-quantum ele-nonzero terms:
ments of the zeroth-order result in Eq. [53].

For our (reduced) problem of a homonuclear two-spinHU (0) Å HU (0)
D / HU (0)

CS . [51]
system under MAS the first-order AH is given by three
contributions if the CSA interaction is neglected:

The residual chemical-shift contributions are given by

HU (1) Å HU (1)
CS1CS / HU (1)

CS1D / HU (1)
D1D . [55]

HU (0)
CS Å

1
10r2p

(V1((3p 0 2)S1z 0 2S1x)

It should be noted that, because we treat the situation with
/ V2((3p 0 2)S2,z 0 2S2,x)) , [52] finite RF fields, auto terms like (D 1 D) do arise even in

an isolated two-spin system. For the pulse sequence of Fig.
4a we find thatand the dipolar contribution can be described by a superpo-
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HU (1)
CS1CS Å

1
4 S V 2

1

v1,S
SS1z /

1
5p

S1yD
/ V 2

2

v1,S
SS2z /

1
5p

S2yDD
HU (1)

CS1D Å bH
(V1 / V2)

2v1,S

(S/1 S/2 / S01 S02 )

/ b

v1,S
∑

aÅx ,y ,z
axb

2Aa,bS1aS2b

HU (1)
D1D Å

b 2

v1,S
∑

gÅx ,y ,z

Bg( S1g / S2g) [56]

with the effective dipolar coupling bH É 02b(0.119 cos w
/ 0.011 sin w)sin(2u) . In Eq. [56] we have separated the
different contributions arising from auto terms of the chemi-
cal shift and the dipolar coupling and cross terms between
the dipolar and chemical-shift interactions. The coefficients
Aa,b and Bg are given in Appendix C. Of particular impor-
tance is the flop–flop term contained in HU (1)

CS1D which we
will discuss in more detail below.

The polarization transfer S1z r S2z mediated by the average
Hamiltonian HV (0) / HV (1) of Eqs. [51] – [56] has been calcu-
lated for a single crystallite orientation with a dipolar-cou-
pling frequency b /2p Å 500 Hz and vanishing CSA contri-
butions at a spinning speed of vR/2p Å 5 kHz and for an
RF field strength of v1,S /2p Å 50 kHz. The results, as a
function of the contact time, are shown in Fig. 5a for a FIG. 5. (a) Transferred polarization to spin 2 after initial polarization

on spin 1 only for chemical-shift offsets V1 Å V2 of 0, {5, {13 kHz usingnumber of chemical-shift values chosen to be identical for
the pulse scheme of Fig. 4a. An arbitrary single-crystallite orientation withboth spins, corresponding to moving the RF carrier fre-
an effective dipolar coupling of 500 Hz and an MAS spinning speed of 5

quency. Exact numerical simulations in the framework of kHz were assumed. In each column, the results obtained from Eqs. [52] –
the NMR programming environment GAMMA (50) , are [56] (first-order AHT) are given by a thin line and the results from an
also shown in Fig. 5a. For small chemical shifts V1 and V2 , exact simulation by a thicker line. In (b) , the exact on-resonance V1 Å V2

Å 0 result for the pulse scheme of Fig. 4b is shown using otherwise thethe AHT coincides remarkably well with the exact calcula-
same simulation parameters as in (a) . All numerical calculations weretion. Even at V1 Å V2 Å 0, they do, however, not fully
performed using the NMR programming environment GAMMA (50) .

coincide due to the effects of finite RF that leads to second-
and higher order AHT terms neglected in our AHT treatment.
At larger chemical-shift values, a remarkable asymmetry of sign of V1 / V2 . This asymmetry is preserved in the powder
the transfer with respect to an inversion of the sign of the average.
chemical shifts is observed. This effect has also been found The asymmetry is compensated to zeroth order by the
in numerical simulations of the offset behavior of the RIL- supercycle of Figs. 1b and 1c because the inversion of the
ZQT sequence (26) . phase of the y pulses f r 0f is equivalent to the replace-

Our model-sequence calculation leads us now to an expla- ment V1 , V2 r 0V1 , 0V2 in Eq. [56]. The prediction that
nation of this effect: the first-order term HU (1)

CS1D of Eq. [56] most of the asymmetry is removed by the supercycle is again
contributes to the double-quantum element of the effective in accordance with numerical simulations (26) .
Hamiltonian with a term that is proportional to V1 / V2 and An important implication of finite RF strength is immedi-
inversely proportional to v1,S and will add or subtract to the ately seen from the on-resonance behavior in Fig. 5a where
zeroth-order double-quantum contribution depending on the the transferred polarization does not sinusoidally oscillate
relative signs. At an offset of V1 Å V2 Å 13 kHz, the first- between 0 and 1, corresponding to a net, in-phase polariza-
and zeroth-order double-quantum terms are of comparable tion transfer, but where an oscillation between 1 and 01 is

observed. This can be explained by the appearance of un-size but they add or subtract, respectively, depending on the
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wanted double-quantum terms in Eq. [53]. This contribution Bk ,k/1(u, w) Å *
tk/1

tk

∑
2

nÅ02

bn(u, w)e invRtdt , [58]
can be quenched in the presence of chemical-shift terms
(e.g., at V1 Å V2 Å 5 kHz). Nevertheless, care must be
applied to eliminate this contribution. This will be attempted the average of the dipolar interaction for the [0, 1] , [1,
in the next chapter. 2] , and [3, 4] subintervals becomes, for all four subcycles,

independent of Q:
3.D. The Amplitude Attenuation d

HU (0)
[0,1]Å01

2B0,1 (u, w)[2S1zS2z0 1
2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )]In the preceding chapter we have found that finite RF field

strength leads to additional double-quantum contributions to HU (0)
[1,2]Å01

2B1,2 (u, w)[2S1zS2z0 1
2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )]

the effective Hamiltonian that may strongly disturb the net
polarization transfer occurring under an effective ZQT Ham- HU (0)

[3,4]Å B3,4 (u, w)[2S1zS2z0 1
2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )] . [59]

iltonian and lead to differential transfer and to a decay of
the sum polarization in the spin system. In an attempt to The contribution of the remaining two intervals [2, 3] and
quench these terms, we introduce an additional degree of [4, 5] , in contrast, depend on Q as well as on the subcycle.
freedom into the pulse sequence and allow for an amplitude For the first and the third rotor period we find for Q Å ( l
attenuation during the R part of the basic R/L scheme (Fig. / 1

2)p or Q Å lp:
3c) . It is kept in mind that the introduction of an amplitude
attenuation can influence the chemical-shift offset compen- HU (0)

[2,3] Å HU (0)
[4,5]

sation and a compromise will be attempted that combines
Å 01

2B4,5 (u, w)[2S1xS2xacceptable shift compensation with a good zero-quantum
suppression. 0 1

2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )] . [60]
Analytical treatment using the model sequence. For the

simplified model sequence analyzed in the previous section, This contribution is not of the desired form (proportional to
a particularly strong effect of these undesired double-quan- 2S1zS2z 0 1

2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )) and gives rise to the discussed
tum terms was found in the on-resonance case. We are now double-quantum terms. For the second and the last rotor
going to investigate the influence of d on the effective dipolar period (subcycle) we have, for Q Å lp, again the result of
Hamiltonian for this model sequence (Fig. 4b). To point Eq. [60] but for Q Å ( l / 1

2)p, we find that
out the basic principles, we consider the simplest case and
take into account only the dipolar contribution to the total

HU (0)
[2,3] Å HU (0)

[4,5]Hamiltonian, HS ,D . For d x 1, while the Hamiltonian is still
periodic with the MAS cycle time, the toggling frame and Å 01

2B4,5 (u, w)[2S1yS2y

the usual rotating frame do not coincide with each other any
0 1

2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )] . [61]more after one MAS cycle but are rotated with respect to
each other by an angle

Since S1xS2x / S1yS2y Å 1/2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l ) the unwanted
DQT contributions vanish if Q Å ( l / 1

2)p and net ZQT
Q(d, s) Å s

p

2
(1 0 d) [57] transfer can proceed under a Hamiltonian

HU (0)
S ,D Å beff [2S1zS2z 0 1

2(S/k S0l / S0k S/l )] [62]around the x axis and the pulse sequence is not cyclic with
the MAS period: U(tr) x 1. As before, s denotes the ratio

with beff Å B3,4 0 (1/2)B0,2 0 1
2(B2,3 / B4,5 ) . The resultingof the RF field strength and the MAS frequency. While the

polarization transfer to spin 2 is displayed in Fig. 5b) andnoncyclicity of the pulse sequence poses no problems for
displays, unlike the case d Å 1, the desired oscillatory zero-the performance of the pulse sequence, it renders the AHT
quantum polarization transfer. For Q Å lp, the unwantedtreatment more difficult. To explore the effect of an ampli-
terms remain unattenuated.tude attenuation we first choose d such that a flip angle of

The above given arguments are not limited to the case ofQ Å ( l / 1
2)p or Q Å lp results, where l denotes an integer.

Q Å ( l / 1
2)p. For example, for Q Å ( l / 1

3)p similarThen, U(4tr) Å 1 and an AHT treatment is possible if we
arguments could be presented for a AHT cycle time of 6tR.consider a cycle time of 4tr . For the five time intervals ([n ,
Any angle Qx lp will lead to an attenuation of the unwantedn/ 1], nÅ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) of each of the four rotor periods (see
terms. However, Q Å ( l / 1

2)p is most effective because itFig. 4) we can now determine the resulting contributions to
requires the shortest cycle time.the zeroth-order dipolar average Hamiltonian HU (0)

[n ,n/1] . If we
abbreviate the necessary integration over the spatial coordi- Numerical simulations for the RIL sequence. Above we

have found analytically that an amplitude attenuation d cannates as
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eliminate the unwanted double-quantum terms, for the sim- are displayed in Fig. 6. The RF strength was varied between
40 and 120 kHz (assuming a CSA with an anisotropy of 3.5plified model sequence. Standard AHT can, however, only

be employed if the toggling frame coincides with the usual and 0 kHz on spin 1 and 2, respectively, and an asymmetry
of 0.5) . The general trend shows an improved performancerotating frame after one (or a few) cycle times. This restricts

the possible values for the effective flip angle (Eq. [57]) of of the RIL-ZQT scheme with increasing RF field strength.
The effective dipolar coupling term ZQTeff stays constantthe R part of the sequence. For the design of a pulse se-

quence, this is an unnecessary restriction and if the perfor- (Fig. 6a) , except for some singular points where unwanted
double-quantum terms appear (Fig. 6b) and the effectivemance of the pulse sequence strongly depends on fulfilling

it, this, in fact, strongly limits the applicability of the meth- chemical shift CSeff contributions decrease with increasing
RF field strength (Fig. 6c) . The singularities appear whenods in practice.

We now return to the RIL sequence of Fig. 3c with four the effective flip angle of Eq. [57] matches a multiple of a
p rotationrefocusing pulses in the L period. We take into account also

the supercycle of Fig. 1c. The separation of the refocusing
pulses during the L part (see Fig. 3c) in units of the flip Q(d, s) Å kp, k Å 0, 1, 2, 3rrr [67]
angle of an RF pulse of the same length is given by

(see Figs. 6a and 6b) in accordance with the analytical
results obtained for the model pulse sequence. They lie on

a(s) Å S s

4
0 1D p

v1

and b(s) Å S s

8
0 1D p

v1

[63] hyperbolic curves according to d Å 1 0 2k /s and can easily
be avoided in applications. Using the simple model of the
previous paragraph we can understand this phenomenon:

and, to place four p pulses in the L part of the RIL-ZQT Whenever the effective flip angle is a multiple of p, the
cycle, s must obviously be larger than 8. In practice, this is averaging of DQT elements over several rotor cycles cannot
not usually a restriction. Otherwise, the number of refocusing take place and these terms remain. The size of the distur-
pulses can be reduced. bances decreases with increasing s . It should be noted that

As a measure for the transfer efficiency, we use the rela- these DQT terms do not become nonsecular with respect to
tive size of the effective chemical-shift difference an effective spin-lock field in the R part ( if d x 1) because

they originate from the L part of the pulse sequence.
Furthermore, for the RIL-ZQT sequence, enhanced effec-

CSeff Å
tr{HU (S1z 0 S2z)}
tr{(S1z 0 S2z)

2}
[64]

tive chemical-shift-difference terms CSeff appear in the vicin-
ity the curves d Å 1 0 2k /s for even k as seen in Fig. 6c.
In addition to these sharp maxima, a smooth background

with respect to the effective dipolar coupling that increases with decreasing d and decreasing RF field
strength is observed that comes predominantly from the first-
order term of Eq. [49].

ZQTeff Å abs
tr{HU (S/1 S02 )}
tr{(S/1 S02 ) 2}

[65] It is therefore essential to choose d such that these unfavor-
able conditions are avoided. Independent of all other parame-
ters, we can avoid all disturbances if Q Å (2k / 1)p /2 (k

The ratio m Å ZQTeff /CSeff should be constant and max- is an integer) , or correspondingly
imized. Ideally, m r ` . In practice, m @ 1 is sufficient. m
should also be insensitive to CSA contributions and should
not vary strongly with the RF amplitude. Furthermore, dou- d Å 1 0 1

s
or d Å 1 0 3

s
. [68]

ble-quantum contributions

The actual RF field strength where the unwanted terms are
DQTeff Å abs

tr{HU (S/1 S/2 )}
tr{(S/1 S/2 ) 2}

[66] minimized can vary slightly within the limits given above.
The optimum d, e.g., for v1,S /2p Å 50 kHz, is close to the
lower limit of the above range (close to d Å 1 0 2.5/s)
while, for v1,S /2p Å 60 kHz, the optimum d is close to themust be minimized such that the ratio q Å DQTeff /ZQTeff

vanishes, or, in practice, q ! 1. upper limit of Eq. [68] (see Fig. 6) . The limits of Eq. [68]
are also included Fig. 7 where we have plotted the ratio mAs a first step, we have evaluated ZQTeff , DQTeff , and

CSeff as a function of d and v1 for a fixed MAS speed of 5 between effective dipolar coupling and effective chemical-
shift difference. It should be noted that for kÅ 1, an unfavor-kHz and constant resonance offsets V1 and V2 of 5 and 0

kHz, respectively, for a single-crystal orientation with an able recoupling is predicted to occur. Clearly, the recoupling
effects are seen in Fig. 6, but the recoupling is much smallereffective dipolar coupling frequency of 130 Hz. The results
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FIG. 6. Effective zero- (a) and double-quantum (b) and chemical-shift (c) contributions (as defined in Eqs. [64] – [66]) as a function of RF field
strength v1,S and amplitude attenuation d. Resonance offsets V1 Å 5 kHz and V2 Å 0 kHz are used. For the simulation, an arbitrary single-crystal
orientation was used. Further information is given in the text.
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chosen, arbitrarily, as (107, 207, 307) for spin 1 and (207,
407, 607) for spin 2. For both CSA tensors, an asymmetry
parameter of h Å 0.5 was assumed. The isotropic chemical
shifts V1 , V2 were varied in the range of {20 kHz, the RF
field strength was assumed to be 50 kHz. In the absence of
CSA contributions (Fig. 8a) a relatively flat transfer behav-
ior over 10–15 kHz offset is observable even for this rela-
tively low RF field strength. In (b) , where CSA interactions
are included, this range diminishes to about 5–10 kHz. In
both cases, performance at a higher RF field strength will
increase. Increasing the number of refocusing pulses in the
L part of the sequence may also improve the CSA suppres-
sion. The entire time dependence of »S2z … for three particular
situations out of Fig. 8, namely (i) V1 Å V2 Å 0, ( ii ) V1 Å
0 and V2 Å 20 kHz, and (iii ) V1 Å V2 Å 020 kHz are
displayed in Fig. 9.

4. SUMMARY OF RIL PERFORMANCE

We conclude the theoretical part by summarizing the re-
sults of the R/L optimization. For efficient application of

FIG. 7. Contour plot of the ratio m of effective dipolar coupling and
effective chemical shift as a function of v1,S and d. Contour levels are given
for 40, 60, and 80% of the maximal value observed over the entire region.
Parabolic curves correspond to effective flip angles Q (as defined in Eq.
[57]) of 0.5p, 1p, 1.5p. Ten randomly distributed single-crystal orientations
were taken into account.

than that for even k values, and in practice, the odd k reso-
nances seem to be quite unimportant. While Fig. 6 has been
calculated for a specific single-crystal orientation, Fig. 7
represents a crude powder average.

So far all calculations have been performed at a fixed MAS-
spinning frequency of 5 kHz. Further calculations (not shown
here) show that the behavior displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 is
almost independent of the MAS spinning speed if s , the ratio
of RF field strength and MAS frequency, is kept constant and
if the RF fields do not drop below v1,S /2p Å 50 kHz.

In Fig. 8 we finally study the isotropic chemical-shift
dependence of the actual polarization transfer in a two-spin
system using the optimized RIL-ZQT sequence with d Å 1
0 2.5/s . Polarization was prepared on spin 1 only, r(0) Å
S1z and the resulting polarization on spin 2 was monitored
as a function of mixing time »S2z … Å tr{r(t)S2z} (a) in the
absence and (b) in the presence of CSA contributions. In
both cases we plot the resulting signal intensity »S2z … after
16 rotor cycles, which, for a coupling constant of 2 kHz and FIG. 8. Chemical-shift dependence of the transferred polarization with
a MAS spinning speed of 5 kHz, is a measure for the initial the optimized RIL-ZQT scheme assuming an RF field strength of 50 kHz

and the correspondingly optimized amplitude attenuation d for a powderrate of the crosspeak build-up. For (a) , the CSA was ne-
average obtained from 100 crystal orientations for (a) vanishing CSA andglected, and (b) a CSA with an anisotropy of 5 and 1 kHz
(b) CSA values as given in the text. A dipolar coupling of 2 kHz wason spin 1 and 2, respectively, was assumed. The two sets of
assumed. The signal (S2z(t)) / (S1z(0)) is displayed after 8 RIL-ZQT su-

Euler angles that describe the orientation of the CSA tensors percycles, corresponding (using an MAS frequency of 5 kHz) to a mixing
with respect to a coordinate system whose z axis coincides time of 3.2 ms. The isotropic chemical-shift values were varied in range

of {20 kHz.with the unique principal axis of the dipolar tensor, was
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tions’’ stated in Eq. [67] and displayed in Fig. 6b and 6c.
Note that the resonances at even k are more severe. Because
the resonances only depend on s , they can easily be calcu-
lated and avoided.

Unlike other proposed schemes (24, 25, 28, 29, 31) , the
RIL-ZQT makes possible the variation of the experimental
parameters RF field strength and MAS spinning speed over
a wide range of values. As long as one stays within the
operational range indicated in Fig. 10, the ratio s can be
chosen at will. The conditions used in some of the numerical
calculations (e.g., that s is an integer) were only used for
computational ease and are not requested in practice. The
pulse sequence is therefore quite forgiving with respect to
misadjustments and to RF inhomogeneities.

All cross-peak intensities are in positive adsorption irre-
spective of the number of spins involved in the transfer.

5. EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental section will be organized as follows.
First, the improvements that can be realized by Lee–Gold-
burg proton decoupling will be demonstrated. Second, two-
dimensional RIL-ZQT experiments in a uniformly labeled
13C multispin system will be described. Third, we shall ex-

FIG. 9. Polarization transfer curves as a function of the mixing time
for (i) on-resonance V1 Å V2 Å 0, ( ii ) V1 Å 0 and V2 Å 20 kHz, and (iii )
V1 Å V2 Å 020 kHz using the simulation parameters described in the
legend to Fig. 8. Again (a) and (b) correspond to the case of vanishing
and nonvanishing CSA contributions, respectively.

the RIL-ZQT scheme the following criteria should be taken
into account in the experimental setup:

(a) The R/L pulse sequence should be applied rotor-
synchronously but no particular ratio of RF field strength to
MAS frequency must be fulfilled.

(b) For an optimum offset compensation the RF field
strength should be chosen as high as possible. For 13C spec-
troscopy, 50–60 kHz is usually sufficient but larger values
are preferred. The decoupling field strength should be as
high as the 13C field strength or, preferably, higher.

(c) The performance increases with s Å v1,S /vR which, FIG. 10. Transfer efficiency as measured by the maximal transferred
signal intensity on spin 2 in a two-spin system as a function of MAStypically, should be larger than 10 for a good compensation
spinning frequency and applied RF field strength v1,S . An arbitrary single-of CS and CSA effects.
crystal orientation was considered assuming isotropic chemical shifts of 7(d) According to s , the amplitude attenuation d should
and -4 kHz for spin 1 and 2, respectively. The anisotropy of the CSA tensor

finally be set to a value close to the conditions given in Eq. on spin 1 was assumed to be 2 kHz while for spin 2 CSA contributions
[68]. This setting is not critical as long as the misadjustment were set to zero. The shaded area corresponds to the region where at least

85% of the maximum transfer efficiency is achieved.does not accidentally fulfill one of the ‘‘resonance condi-
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tions were made in other contexts (51–53) . The decay rates
of the individual resonances should not be interpreted as
individual T1r values as the resonances are coupled by in-
complete spin-diffusion processes as shown in detail below.
Furthermore, the intensity of the different resonances are not
in equilibrium with each other at t Å 0 due to differences
in cross-polarization efficiency. The initial decay of the in-
tensity of the individual lines under LG decoupling is ex-
panded in Fig. 12. For the three carbon resonances with two
directly bound protons, a strong initial decay of about 30%
of the initial intensity is observed. We attribute this decay
to incomplete decoupling of the protons which leads to the
conversion of Zeeman polarization to heteronuclear dipolar
order (54) . A similar, but reduced effect is seen for the
carbon resonance with one attached proton. Apparently, the
pulse scheme is not completely successful to average out
these strong nearest neighbor interactions. Higher decou-
pling fields and the application of a frequency-switched ver-
sion of the Lee–Goldburg decoupling scheme (47, 48)
might here be helpful. Nevertheless, the achieved decoupling
efficiency allows us to study carbon–carbon polarization
transfer at mixing times up to about 30 ms, although differen-
tial ‘‘T1r’’ behavior complicates the analysis of the polariza-
tion-transfer spectra. We believe that the main source of
relaxation are fluctuations of the proton spin system that lead
to a relaxation of the spin-locked carbon polarization. These

FIG. 11. Decay of the 13C magnetization in a fully (13C, 15N)-labeled
fluctuations become present for imperfect LG decouplingarginine powder sample during a RIL-ZQT sequence with (a) conventional
because of insufficient RF field strength and deviation fromon-resonance proton decoupling (DEC) and (b) with Lee–Goldburg (LG)

decoupling at a RF field strength of 110 kHz. The carbon field strength of the LG condition caused by chemical shifts and RF inhomo-
95 kHz was used. MAS spinning was set to 9 kHz. geneity. The experiments were performed on full rotors, and

a considerable RF inhomogeneity was present over the sam-
ple volume.

perimentally verify the asymmetric behavior with respect to
chemical shifts predicted in the theoretical section.

5.A. Proton Decoupling

It has been pointed out in the theoretical part that the
decoupling of the I spins from the S spins can be problematic.
There, it was proposed to use a Lee–Goldburg decoupling
scheme on the protons. In a sample with many coupled I
spins (protons) , incomplete decoupling from the protons
will manifest itself as what can in a loose way be denoted
as ‘‘T1r relaxation’’ of the S spin polarization. The decay of
the 13C polarization under a RIL ‘‘spin-lock’’ sequence was
studied in a uniformly (13C, 15N)-labeled arginine powder
sample. The results, obtained using a Chemagnetics Infinity
spectrometer with a proton frequency of 400 MHz and a
Chemagnetics standard 4-mm MAS probehead are shown
in Fig. 11 for on-resonance decoupling and Lee–Goldburg
decoupling at the same RF field strength of 110 kHz. The

FIG. 12. Initial 13C signal decay in the experiment of Fig. 11. The
decay rate of all resonances is drastically slower in the Lee– signal from each 13C is normalized to 1 at zero mixing time. m, CO; l,
Goldburg decoupling case (Fig. 11b) in comparison to on- zC; h, aC. n, ¬, j, bC, gC, and dC, respectively. Signal is normalized to

100% at zero mixing time.resonance CW decoupling (see Fig. 11a). Similar observa-
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FIG. 13. Experimental scheme for a two-dimensional TOSSY experi-
ment under MAS with Hartmann–Hahn cross polarization (CP) and on-
resonance proton decoupling during evolution and detection. For mixing,
the RIL-ZQT scheme as given in Fig. 3c is used under simultaneous Lee–
Goldburg (see Fig. 2) decoupling.

5.B. Total Through-Space Correlation Spectroscopy

We now apply the RIL-ZQT/LG scheme to 2D total
through-space correlation spectroscopy (TOSSY). The
pulse scheme and experimental details are given in Fig. 13.
Again, the uniformly labeled arginine test sample was used.
Two-dimensional TOSSY spectra were recorded for mixing
times in the range of 0–20 ms. As an example, Fig. 14

FIG. 15. Cross-peak buildup and diagonal-peak decay as a function of
mixing time, normalized to the highest diagonal intensity of the 2D spectrum
at zero mixing time. In the displayed time and intensity frame, diagonal-
and cross-peak intensities are represented by empty and filled symbols,
respectively. For the diagonal peaks, the notation h, (aC); n, (bC); ,,
(gC); and x, ( dC) was used. For the one-bond cross peaks included in (a)
the (CO– aC), (aC– bC), (bC– gC) and (gC– dC) are represented by l,
j, m, ., respectively. In the same symbolic order, selected two-bond
couplings in (b) represent the pairs CO– bC, aC– gC, bC– dC, and gC–
zC. Finally, cross-peak intensities for some of the observable three-bond
connectivities such as CO– gC (l) , aC– dC (j) , and bC– zC (m) are
shown. All experimental spectra were recorded using a carbon field strength
of 75 kHz and a LG proton decoupling strength of 100 kHz. An MAS
spinning speed of 7 kHz was used.

displays the phase-sensitive TOSSY spectrum obtained at a
mixing time of 15 ms. The crosspeak amplitudes as a func-
tion of the mixing time are plotted in Fig. 15. Figure 15aFIG. 14. Two-dimensional RIL-ZQT/LG experiment on a fully (13C,

15N)-labeled arginine powder sample with a mixing time of 15 ms. Due to contains the buildup curves for directly bound carbon reso-
the broadband transfer profile of the RIL-ZQT scheme, polarization transfer nances with a dipole coupling constant exceeding 2 kHz.
has occurred over the entire spectral window and all cross-peak amplitudes The cross-peak buildup is counteracted by the T1r relaxation.
are in positive adsorption. An RF field strength of 95 kHz was used and a

Also given in Fig. 15a is the decay of the diagonal peaks ofMAS spinning speed of 9.5 kHz. LG decoupling with 120 kHz field strength
the methylene carbons. For longer mixing time (ú5 ms),was employed. Contour levels are shown in linear intervals between 3 and

15% of the maximal peak intensity. cross-peak intensities between methylene resonances ap-
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proach the intensity of the diagonal peaks, indicating com-
plete polarization transfer. The relative amplitudes of the
cross peaks between the different carbon resonances are dif-
ficult to compare due to the differential T1r relaxation of the
diagonal peaks. The rate constants of the signal buildup are,
however, all comparable as expected because all pairs have
similar dipole coupling constants. The large difference in
chemical-shift differences between the resonances involved
(from 1 to 15.3 kHz) does not considerably influence the
rate constants. The maximum cross-peak amplitude has been
reached after about 2 to 2.5 ms for all one-bond carbon pairs
considered in Fig. 15a. Exact numerical simulations for an
isolated single-bond carbon–carbon two-spin system (see,
e.g., Fig. 9) lead to a value of 3 ms. However, care must
be applied to quantitatively interpret these positions due to
the interference with relaxation (especially in the CO–Ca

pair) and neighboring coupling partners. The effect of relax-
ation upon the effective cross-peak amplitudes as a function
of mixing time may be further elucidated by performing
RIL–LIR control experiments (42, 43) in which the dipolar
mixing process is refocused.

While the ratio of cross- to diagonal-peak intensity ap-
proaches one for the methylene groups the absolute cross-
peak intensity with respect to the initial diagonal-peak inten-
sity (at zero mixing time) does not exceed 15% due to
relaxation. Higher absolute efficiencies have been found by
us and others for two-spin systems with smaller dipolar inter-

FIG. 16. Polarization-transfer experiment on a powdered sample of
actions, e.g., in zinc acetate (26, 28) where relaxation is less adamantane (natural abundance 13C) using the pulse sequence of Fig. 4a
severe. A complete spin diffusion between all resonances without a supercycle. The chemical shift, measured with respect to the

carrier frequency is positive for both resonances in (b) and (d) and negativewould lead to 36 peaks of equal height, 17% on our scale.
in (a) and (c) . The spectra (c, d) were taken with an inverted RF phaseThe cross-peak intensity between resonances of carbon spins
for the y pulses. As predicted in the theoretical section, the spectra areseparated by two atomic bonds is given in Fig. 15b, cross
asymmetric with respect to a sign change of the chemical shift (with respect

peaks between further peaks are given in Fig. 15c. Here the to the carrier) . A phase change of the y pulses inverses the asymmetry.
cross-peak buildup is slower and no clear maximum can be The contour levels were set to 5, 10, . . . , 75% of the maximal diagonal

intensity.evaluated. As in all total correlation spectra, the interpreta-
tion of small cross peaks in the presence of larger cross
peaks is difficult because direct as well as relayed transfer
mechanisms are involved. Furthermore, spins pairs with at 02 kHz (Fig. 16a) or /2 kHz (Fig. 16b) with respect
strong mutual couplings may not exchange polarization with to the center between the two resonances, thereby changing
weakly coupled neighbors due to ‘‘spectral detuning’’ ef- the sign of the resonance offset of both resonances, V1 and
fects (17) . V2 . Both experiments were also performed with the sign of

the phase f of all pulses in the L part inverted (see Figs.
16c and 16d). For a constant mixing time of 45 ms we5.C. Frequency Selective R/L-Transfer
observe substantial cross peaks in Figs. 16b and 16c while

In Section 3, we have seen that under finite RF strength they are missing in Figs. 16a and 16d, thus confirming the
conditions higher order recoupling terms appear that depend theoretical predictions. This might be exploited in the con-
on the sign of (a) the resonance offsets and (b) the phase text of ‘‘tailored’’ TOSSY experiments, in analogy to the
of the y pulses of the L part. Here, we demonstrate experi- tailored polarization transfer schemes (55, 56) used in liq-
mentally the presence of the asymmetry predicted in the uid-state total correlation spectroscopy.
theoretical part. To this end, we have performed a test experi-
ment on a sample of adamantane with 13C at natural abun- 6. CONCLUSIONS
dance with the pulse sequence of Fig. 3a with v1 /2p Å 50
kHz at vR Å 5 kHz. We have varied the isotropic resonance In this article we have used average Hamiltonian theory

and numerical simulations to study and optimize homonu-offset of both resonances by placing the carrier frequency
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clear broadband polarization transfer under MAS with effi- contribution of the R part we find, assuming s to be an even
integer,cient proton decoupling. The pulse sequences presented here

extend the upper limit of the observation window for 13C
polarization transfer in organic solids with strongly coupled HU (0)

S ,CSA Å ∑
k

2gkB0

3p
√
2

dksin(uk)(akxSkx / akySky) [A1]
protons under MAS to typically 20 ms. The RIL pulse se-
quence used is not based on a matching between RF field

andamplitude and spinning frequency but can be applied over
a wide range of values for these two parameters. This renders
the experiment also less sensitive to RF inhomogeneity and HU (0)

IS,D Å ∑
kõl

2d (k , l )√
2p

sin(2u (kl ) )F s

s 2 0 1
cos(w (kl ) )Sky

amplitude fluctuations. However, the pulse-sequence timing
(the cycle time) must be synchronized approximately with
the MAS frequency. This condition is, however, easily ful-

0 1
s 2 0 1

sin(w (kl ) )SkxG 1√
3

IlZ , [A2]filled in practical applications.
In the theoretical part, analytical expressions for the R/L

driven transfer schemes under finite RF conditions are given. where
The influence of higher order AHT terms, often neglected
in the design of recoupling pulse sequences, was found to

akx Å
1

s 2 0 1
[sin(wk)(3 0 hkcos(2xk))cos(uk)strongly influence the pulse-scheme performance. These ef-

fects can also lead to an asymmetry (with respect to an
/ cos(wk)hksin(2xk)]inversion of the sign of the chemical shifts) of the cross-

peak intensity in polarization-transfer spectra. This behavior
aky Å

s

s 2 0 1
[cos(wk)(3 0 hkcos(2xk))cos(uk)was experimentally verified and can possibly be useful in

designing tailored pulse schemes that enhance polarization
transfer under spinning conditions only among spin subsys- 0 sin(wk)hksin(2xk)] [A3]
tems of interest.

All terms are inversely proportional to s or s 2 and can beThe initial rate of the cross-peak buildup was compared
neglected for strong RF fields.to the internuclear distances known from X-ray crystallogra-

phy. Qualitative agreement was observed and high rate con-
APPENDIX Bstants correlate with the shortest distances. Cross-peak

buildup also occurs for longer distances where it can be used The coefficients of Eq. [54] read as
to establish neighborhoods over distances of up to 10 Å. For
these ‘‘long-range’’ interactions, the elucidation of distances a (0) (u, w) É b(0.348 sin(2u)sin(w)
is complicated due to the presence of direct and relayed

0 0.078 sin2ucos(2w))transfer. Nevertheless, the R/L approach can be used to
obtain valuable structural information in multispin systems a (2) (u, w) É b(0.131 sin(2u)sin(w)
as recently demonstrated by Sebald and co-workers (57) in

/ 0.078 sin2ucos(2w))a 31P model system.
The optimized RIL-ZQT/LG scheme presented allows to- a (z ) (u, w) É (0b)(0.348 sin(2u)sin(w)

tal through-space correlation under MAS conditions for a
/ 0.078 sin2ucos(2w))variety of experimental settings. We judge the performance

of the optimized RIL/ZQT pulse-sequence with respect to a (1,x ) (u, w) É b(0.021 sin(2u)sin(w)
the parameters of the 13C spin system as sufficiently good

/ 0.001 sin2ucos(2w))for applications. The polarization decay caused by the bath
of surrounding proton spins is still fast enough to prevent a a (1,y ) (u, w) É 0.024b sin(2u)cos(w) [B1]
precise determination of internuclear distances. Improve-
ments are highly desirable and work along these lines is in and depend on the effective dipolar coupling b and the Euler
progress. angles u and w used in Eq. [7] .

APPENDIX CAPPENDIX A

The coefficients Aa,b of Eq. [56] are given byFor the pulse scheme of Fig. 3a anisotropic dipolar and
chemical shielding interaction are modulated by the MAS

Aa,b Å aa,bV1 / ba,bV2spinning and depend, in the R part, on the ratio of RF field
strength and MAS frequency s . For the zeroth-order AH Ab,a Å ba,bV1 / aa,bV2 [C1]
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